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DEFINITION

Autoimmune encephalitis (AE) 

comprises a group of non-infectious 

immune-mediated inflammatory 

disorders of the brain parenchyma.



EPIDEMIOLOGY

 Estimated prevalence rate of 13.7/100 000.

 The incidence of AE increased from 0.4/100,000 between 1995 and 

2005 to 1.2/100,000 between 2006 and 2015 (improved detection of 

autoantibody-positive cases)

 Male : female = 2.7



ETIOPATHOGENESIS

 Immune response against neuronal autoantigens with production of antibodies. Anti-neuronal 

antibodies are classified into 

1) Antibodies against cell surface antigens (CSAab) – NMDA receptor,  AMPA receptor, GABA 

receptor, Glycine receptor, D2 receptor

2)Antibodies against synaptic antigens (SyAab) – LGI1, CASPR 2

3) Antibodies against intraneuronal antigens (INAab) (Onconeural antibodies) –

o ANNA-1/anti-Hu, ANNA2/ Anti-Ri, ANNA3 , PCA2 (SCLC) 

o PCA1/Anti-Yo (Ca Ovary/ Breast)

o PCA – Tr / DNER (Hodgkins Lymphoma)

o Anti-Ma (Testicular/ Breast Ca)

 Can occur without the presence of identifiable autoantibodies (Seronegative autoimmune 

encephalitis)



 Cell surface and synaptic antibodies have been shown to be likely 

pathogenic and are thought to be immunotherapy-responsive and 

have less association with tumours. Viral infections (HSV) are known 

triggers . Eg- Antibodies against NMDAR, dopamine D2 receptor, GABA 

receptor and other synaptic proteins

 Onconeural antibodies are non-pathogenic but represent markers of 

T-cell-mediated immunity against the neoplasm with secondary 

response against the nervous system. Antibodies are 70% sensitive 

and 80-90% specific for paraneoplastic AE, and does not correlate 

with disease severity.

 Seronegative AE represents a disease category with novel, yet to be 

identified antibodies or T-cell mediated disease.



CLINICAL FEATURES

 Rapidly progressive dementia

 Psychiatric symptoms – hallucinations, psychosis

 Seizures

 Movement disorders : ataxia, dystonia, myoclonus, and orofacial

dyskinesia (NMDAR)

 Faciobrachial dystonic seizures, hyponatremia (LGI 1)

 Sleep disorders (insomnia, sleep-wake cycle disturbance), peripheral 

nerve hyperexcitability (CASPR2)

 Autonomic disturbances

 Gastrointestinal manifestations -diarrhea, gastroparesis, and 

constipation (DPPX)







Anti-NMDAR encephalitis

 Predominantly affects children and young female patients (12-45 years of 

age)

 Commonly associated with ovarian teratoma (94%), followed by 

extraovarian teratomas (2%), and other tumors (4%). Herpes simplex 

virus-1 encephalitis appears to be a trigger for anti-NMDAR encephalitis.

 Patients may progress from behavioural changes to catatonia or mutism, 

so an important differential diagnosis of anti-NMDAR encephalitis is 

neuroleptic malignant syndrome, because many patients are initially 

treated with neuroleptics for behavioral symptoms



Anti-LGI1 and anti-CASPR2 encephalitis

 Formerly known as anti-VGKC-associated encephalitis

 Morvan’s syndrome (characterized by neuromyotonia, pain, hyperhydrosis, weight loss, 

severe insomnia and hallucinations)and limbic encephalitis

 LGI1 is a secreted synaptic protein that interacts with transmembrane proteins ADAM22 

and ADAM23 to form a trans-synaptic complex involving potassium channels and 

AMPAR.The clinical spectrum of anti-LGI1 encephalitis usually comprises limbic 

encephalitis, hyponatremia and seizures. 50% patients develop faciobrachial dystonic 

seizures, which are characterized by brief unilateral contractions of the arm (often 

evolving into the ipsilateral face or leg) lasting three seconds and occur several times a 

day. Most patients present with brain MRI hyperintensities in the medial temporal lobe. 



Anti-GAD encephalitis

 Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) is an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of glutamic 

acid to the neurotransmitter GABA

 Stiff-person syndrome, cerebellar ataxia, epilepsy and limbic encephalitis

 Stiff-person syndrome - muscle stiffness resulting from co-contractions of agonist and 

antagonist muscles, painful spasms and pronounced startle responses.



Anti-DPPX encephalitis

 DPPX is a subunit of potassium channels expressed in the hippocampus, cerebellum, 

striatum, and myenteric plexus. 

 Neuropsychiatric symptoms (agitation and confusion), myoclonus, tremor, startle reflex, 

seizures, stiff-person syndrome

 Prominent GI symptoms –diarrhea and weight loss preced neurological symptoms

 Good response to immunotherapy



DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA



DIAGNOSIS

 MRI of the brain

 EEG – non- specific

 Blood tests- for autoantibodies; rule out infection

 CSF- Lymphocytic pleocytosis

 Screen for tumors at disease onset (CT of the chest, FDG-PET, mammogram followed by 

MRI for breast cancer, ultrasound followed by pelvic CT for pelvic tumors)

 If initial tumor screening is negative but the patient has antibodies that are typically 

paraneoplastic (e.g. anti-NMDAR in young adult women, anti-CASPR2, anti-AMPAR and 

anti-GABA-BR), screening should be repeated after three to six months, followed by 

screenings every six months for four years



TREATMENT

PARANEOPLASTIC

 Aggressive cancer treatment and immunosuppression

 Poor prognosis; usually irreversible neuronal damage

NON PARANEOPLASTIC

 Steroids, IvIG, Plasma exchange

 Immunomodulators : Mycophenolate, Rituximab, Alemtuzumab, Natalizumab, 

Tocilizumab, Eculizumab



DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

 FTD/ Alzheimer Disease

 Prion disease - CJD

 Psychiatric disorders – Depression, pseudodementia, schizophrenia

 CVA/ CNS vasculitis

 Tumours , Primary CNS Lymphoma

 Infection - HIV, HHV-6-associated encephalitis

 ADEM

 NMOSD

 Neuropsychiatric lupus
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